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Cutting through the fog of COVID-19
Developing robust income projections for your MTFP
November 2020
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Background

▪ Turbulence for local government finances especially local authority sources of income.
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▪ Outcome for finances at year end highly uncertain, impact continuing through 2020/21 and for
following years.

Business rates

▪ Lack of multi-year SR now for two years.

Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves

▪ Abeyance on funding reform.

Summary
Fees & charges
Summary
Reserves
Summary

▪ So our focus upon:
‒ How to build robust, but flexible, forecasts for main sources of income for 2021/22 and
beyond
‒ Trends up until March 2020 – where were funding trends taking us?
‒ Where trends are now heading / most likely to head
‒ Implications of the absence of a multi-year SR

‒ Impact on assumptions of the abeyance to funding reform.
▪ Uncertainty so great that Chancellor keeps dodging providing medium term plans – yet
expectation that you will provide these!
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Background
▪ 2020/21 was the first financial settlement for many years which, other than in changing NHB
allocations, increased local government funding across the board, and partially reversed the
falling proportion of government funding for local authorities:
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▪ Expected that this was a temporary ‘stay’ before sweeping changes were due to be brought
about as a result of the Fair Funding Review (to set new needs-based allocations) and the
Business Rates Reset (to strip out and reallocate growth).
▪ Further changes were expected with plans to increase business rates retention to 75%, and
potential adoption of an Alternative Model for administration of the system.
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Background
▪ In December 2019, the World Health Organisation were notified of a novel coronavirus disease
(COVID-19), which appeared to have emerged in China. Cases soon spread from China to
Europe, and the first known cases in the UK were confirmed in January 2020.
▪ The virus spread, and the government response intensified and a Cabinet Office Briefing Room
(COBRA) meeting was held on 2 March. The UK’s strategy for dealing with the pandemic was
published, and funding was announced at the budget on 11 March.
▪ Various economic and public health measures were taken during March, including two cuts to
the Bank of England base rate, emergency legislation to ban evictions, and guidance to limit
social contact and avoid non-essential travel.
▪ In March, the Communities Secretary Robert Jenrick told council leaders that ‘This government
stands with local councils at this difficult time […] The government will do whatever is necessary
to support these efforts’. On 19 March, the first tranche of emergency funding (£1.6bn) was
allocated to local authorities.
▪ On 20 March, cafes, pubs and restaurants were closed and a ‘furlough’ scheme announced to
pay 80% of wages for employees not working. On 23 March, the government issued
instructions that the public must stay at home, except in certain prescribed circumstances; and,
on 26 March, these instructions were brought into secondary legislation.
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▪ From April, the government asked authorities to provide regular financial management
information on expenditure pressures and income shortfalls as a result of the pandemic. Later,
the government announces a package of support for local authorities, including further
emergency funding and an income compensation scheme.

Business rates

▪ During April around 9m workers were ‘furloughed’.

Grants
Next Steps
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▪ The ‘lockdown’ continued through the summer, though the easing of restrictions begins from
June. The national lockdown was gradually replaced with individual local restrictions. Deaths
reached around 35,000 in May, double the average 17,000 annual deaths in the UK from flu.
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▪ Through the summer, support for businesses continues, and a scheme subsidises restaurant
meals for the public. This leads to an increase in cases through September.

▪ On 12 October, the government announces a standardised set of local lockdown arrangements
known as Local Covid Alert Levels (LCAL). There are public debates between local and national
politicians about the support on offer for areas and the effectiveness of the new restrictions.
▪ The LCALs are supported by additional funding, both to be provided to businesses affected,
and also for local authorities.
▪ On 21 October, the planned multi-year spending review is curtailed to cover a single year, and
on 31 October, a new national lockdown is announced.
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Spending Review 2020: some snippets
▪ “The economic emergency has only just begun” (Chancellor).
▪ Contraction of 11.3% in the economy, largest fall in 300 years. We fell into a deep recession
after falling out with large parts of Europe at the time ….
▪ Even in 2025 the economy is forecast to be 3% smaller than expected at Budget 2020.
▪ Public sector deficit forecast at £102bn even at 2025/26, with minimum £27bn fiscal adjustment
required to balance day to day spending.
▪ The “economic outlook remains highly uncertain” and “the value of a single ‘central’ forecast is
limited” (OBR).
▪ Public sector pay freeze, with exceptions for NHS workers, low paid public sector workers.

▪ On top of 2020/21 COVID-19 support, £55bn extra support for public services planned for
2021/22 in response to COVID-19.
▪ £100bn of capital investment in 2021/22 and a new national Infrastructure Strategy.
▪ £4bn Levelling Up Fund, with £600m available in 2021/22 - prospectus published and launch
the first round of competitions in the New Year.
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Spending Review 2020 – local authority specific
▪ £55bn extra support for public services planned for 2021/22 in response to COVID-19 – within
this £3bn for local government
‒ £1.5bn to meet additional spending pressures

Business rates

‒ £0.7bn to help those support least able to afford council tax payments

Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves

‒ £0.8bn to cover revenue losses built around 75%

Summary
Fees & charges

▪ Departmental budget includes 4.5% (£2.2bn) increase in Core Spending Power for 2021/22

Summary
Reserves

‒ Referendum limits and ASC continuing for another year at least

Summary

‒ £300m for Adult and Children’s social care, half new and half from existing resources

‒ Continuation of other Settlement 20/21 grants including £1bn social care grant
‒ More detail at Provisional Settlement.
▪ Freeze on business rates multiplier for 21/22 with compensation.
▪ Ongoing postponement of any reform – further decisions on reform will be taken in the context
of next year’s Spending Review.
▪ Assumed use of reserves by OBR of £1.6bn.
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▪ Council tax most critical nationally.
SR20 projects £8.2bn (26%) more
council tax revenue in 2024/25 than
2019/20.
▪ Significant variation by type of
authority.

▪ Relative levels of variability within categories of
income determines materiality of potential variations

▪ Your own variation to type.
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Council tax increases
▪ 2% general increase announced for 2021/22 (nothing on Shire District flexibility but could be reasonably
assumed it will continue).
▪ 3% Adult Social Care Precept for 2021/22 – continuation not surprising but 3% perhaps is, but builds on
‘political’ objective of the precept we have discussed before.
▪ LAs with an ASC precept can defer up to 3% of their council tax rise to the following year.
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▪ Full details at Provisional Settlement in December.

▪ A key issue for the increase in CSP headlined for 2021/22 will be what taxbase is assumed by MHCLG –
track record of overestimating it in most if not all years.
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▪ The budgeted taxbase increase was on a
clear downward trend, but remaining well
above 2012.
▪ 2020/21 below three year average for all.
▪ Differences reducing significantly across
type of authority.

▪ Change on CTB1 more consistent until
2020, then big decline.
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Council tax – CTB1 taxbase trends
▪ Trend on dwellings remaining constant at 0.9% to 1.0% growth per annum.
▪ Pre council tax support taxbase trend also constant at 0.9% to 1.0% growth per
annum.
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▪ Therefore major driver of change over time now proving to be changes in council tax
support i.e. reducing numbers and cost of claimants.
▪ Council tax support likely to continue to be the main driver of taxbase change for the
medium term.

▪ Two principal claimant groups:
‒ Pension age claimants
‒ Working age claimants

▪ Very different trends across these two groups.
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Pension age claimants
▪ Average -17% reduction across local
government.
▪ Outside of London, types of authority
total reductions fairly consistent with
average.
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▪ 2020/21 reductions in line with past
trends.
▪ Overall spread across councils
reductions between -25% and -5%, so
some local modelling may be
desirable.
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Working age claimants – main impact from COVID-19 and recession
▪ Average -7% reduction across local
government.
▪ Outside of London, types of authority
total reductions fairly consistent with
average.
▪ Overall spread across councils
reductions between -35% and +25%
Clear and significant turn round, highly
consistent with increase to Q2 2020/21
of 9%.
▪ Overall spread across councils
increases between +30 to -6% (one
significant outlier at +67%) so much
greater local modelling required.
▪ But increase split 8% Q1 and 1% Q2.
▪ But at same time cost per claimant:
‒ Sept 2019 = £838
‒ Sept 2020 = £890 (£870)
‒ So real terms increase of 2.3% in
unit cost.
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Forecasts of future trends for working age claimants
▪ None produced for CTS. But OBR believes will have net impact on assumed steady taxbase
growth of 0.8% of: -0.2% (20/21), -1% (21/22), 0.7% (22/23), 0.8% (23/24) and 0.6% (24/25).
▪ Claimant of out of work benefits – OBR (2017) and HM Treasury summary of independent
forecasters.

Grants
Next Steps
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2020
m

2021
m

2022
m

2023
m

2024
m

Summary
Fees & charges

OBR

0.9

0.9

0.9

-

-

Summary
Reserves

Independent – average

2.4

2.7

2.1

1.7

1.5

Summary

Independent – high

2.7

3.4

2.4

2.1

1.9

Independent – low

2.2

1.7

1.0

0.7

0.6

▪ Current rate (ONS 10 November) 2.6m at October 2020 from 1.2m March 2020.
▪ Potentially:
‒ Pro-rata further local increases to national movements to date and national forecast of
claimant numbers for future (potential optimism bias)
‒ The LG Futures MTRR estimates the potential reduction in Band D properties based on
numbers at the height of the last recession (based on link between unemployment rate
and CTS claimants) (potential pessimism bias).
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Council tax support claimants – future trends
▪ Pension age
‒ Continuing at trend of about -4% per annum.
‒ Some local modelling might vary this percentage, but likely not much.
‒ Will help offset some of the impact of COVID-19 on taxbase: partly driven by gearing of
pension age declines to working age increases.
▪ Working age
‒ Big variance in last 6 months to previous 4 years so which is best guide?
‒ Local variance in last 6 months to national movement on out of work broader claimants
‒ Future movement assumed on national out of work broader claimants – which forecasts
to take? Dependability of forecasts?
‒ Is there reasonable basis to assume greater optimism/pessimism?
‒ All but one authority increases currently within the 30% 2015 modelling and MTRR
equivalent national assumption.
▪

Impact where forecast wrong
‒ If forecast too high numbers of claimants, reduced income in plan but additional future
surplus.
‒ If forecast too low numbers of claimants, increased income in plan but additional future
deficit.
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MTFP building on existing differences between budgeted taxbase and CTB1
▪ Traditional underbudgeting of taxbase
turned into deficit vs CTB1.
▪ Common experience across sectors, most
severe in urban areas, Croydon had worst
difference in whole country (-£6m).

▪ Inner London still has some ‘slack’.
▪ But CTB1 implied deficit largest in Outer
London and Shire areas.
▪ Less the impact on one year
surplus/deficit, more the impact on
budgeted taxbase starting point for
2021/22 onwards.
▪ So impact of greater take up of working
age CTS in 2020/21 small impact on
surplus/deficit, but potentially bigger
impact on future taxbase (i.e. fye). 16
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Collection rates and arrears
▪ Clear underlying trend to end of 2019/20 of
increasing arrears.
▪ Arrears up £445m or 65% since
introduction of CTS.
▪ 2019/20 biggest one year increase in
arrears since the first year CTS introduced.
▪ Actual like for like collection in Q1 down 6.0% nationally, much more acute in
London.
▪ Actual like for like collection in Q2 -3.3%,
cumulative.
▪ Cumulative to Q2 like for like -9.5%.

▪ Will there be a medium term impact on
council tax income from review of
provisions for bad debts?
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Collection Fund surpluses / deficits
▪ Trend on C/F surplus clear and constant
from 2017/18.
▪ Offered some ‘protection’ from immediate
hit, depending on if budgeted for.
▪ Impact of COVID-19 to cause biggest
annual change in recent experience.
▪ No common national trends, very
localised.
▪ Remember MHCLG guidance in Council
Tax Information Letter 4/2020
▪ Spread in-year deficits over three years;
usual treatment for o/s 2019/20 and
2020/21 in-year surplus.
▪ Estimated £0.8bn compensation grant –
details to be announced.
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Summary checklist for council tax
▪ Main impact on taxbase is the numbers of working age claimants of CTS during 2020/21 – but are we near
maximum claimants or is there a second wave of increases to come?
▪ Is there a localised cost per claimant change that also needs to be anticipated?
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Grants
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▪ Are there justifiable concerns about the level of additional uncollected debit in 2020/21 and the additional
amounts that might need to be written off in future years?

Summary
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Summary
Reserves

▪ What level of collection fund surplus or deficit is the council expecting for 2020/21 and does the medium
term plan reflect distributing it across 3 financial years as to be allowed?

Summary

▪ Which approach is locally preferred – greater resources in plan and unanticipated deficit or shortfall in plan
and future surplus?
▪ Using the extra £0.7bn to support those least able to pay council tax.
▪ Impact of the 75% compensation scheme (details yet to be announced) – how much will there be perverse
incentive to ‘game the system’.
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▪ The chart shows a summary of England’s NNDR1 data for 2020/21:
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Business rates: where were we pre-pandemic?
▪ Going forwards, we expected business rates to continue to grow with inflation.
▪ A reset was expected to redistribute growth.
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Business rates: what has changed?
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▪ In March 2020, the government announced an extension to the Retail Discount Relief (already
the largest funded relief), increasing the amount to 100% (from 33% or 50%). This increased
the national total to £10,131m. Additional reliefs were introduced for Local Newspapers and
Nurseries, costing £90m. The total increased to £11,159m in October’s forecast.

Business rates

▪ These are funded reliefs, but the quantum means a significant change to forecasts:
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Boston

Summary

Boston

2020/21
£m

£m

Summary
Fees & charges
Summary
Reserves

2020/21

8.0

Original NNDR1 Forecast

8.0

Original NNDR1 Forecast

Updated NNDR forecast (change only)

-

Updated NNDR forecast (change only)

S31 Grant (for levy purposes)

1.0

S31 Grant (for levy purposes)

4.5

Equals

9.0

Equals

9.0

Plus Top Up / (Tariff)
Equals pre-levy / Safety net Income
Less Levy on growth above RPI

(5.1)
3.9
(0.6)

Plus Top Up / (Tariff)
Equals pre-levy / Safety net Income
Less Levy on growth above RPI

(3.6)

(5.1)
3.9
(0.6)

Plus Safety Net payment

-

Plus Safety Net payment

-

Equals post levy / Safety Net BRR income

3.3

Equals post levy / Safety Net BRR income

3.3

Plus Multiplier Cap adj x NNDR Income

0.3

Plus Multiplier Cap adj x NNDR Income

0.2

Plus Multiplier Cap adj x S31 Grant

0.0

Plus Multiplier Cap adj x S31 Grant

0.2

Plus Multiplier Cap adj x Top Up / Tariff

(0.2)

Plus Multiplier Cap adj x Top Up / Tariff

(0.2)

Plus Pooling

0.4

Plus Pooling

0.4

Plus Pilot Changes

-

Plus Pilot Changes

-

Plus Renewable Energy income

0.2

Plus Renewable Energy income

0.2

Equals Forecast Resources

4.0

Equals Forecast Resources

4.0
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▪ These are funded reliefs, but the quantum means a significant change to forecasts:
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Boston

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

Boston

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

NNDR1

8.0

8.2

8.4

NNDR1

8.0

8.2

8.4

In year revised forecast

8.0

8.2

8.4

In year revised forecast

4.5

8.2

8.4

NNDR3

8.0

8.2

8.4

NNDR3

4.5

8.2

8.4

Collection Fund Deficit / Surplus

0.0

0.0

0.0

Collection Fund Deficit / Surplus

(3.6)

0.0

0.0

Timing of payments

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£m

£m

£m

2018/19 related payments

(0.2)

2019/20 related payments

(0.1)

2020/21 related payments

8.0

2021/22 related payments

8.2

2022/23 related payments
General Fund payments in and
out, relating to Business Rates
Total C/F Payment to G/F
Plus Top up / (Tariff)
Plus S31 Grants

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£m

£m

£m

2018/19 related payments

(0.2)

2019/20 related payments

(0.1)

0.0

0.0

2020/21 related payments

8.0

(3.6)

0.0

0.0

2021/22 related payments

8.2

0.0

8.4

2022/23 related payments

0.0
-

Timing of payments

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£m

£m

£m

7.7

8.2

8.4

(5.1)

(5.5)

(5.6)

General Fund payments in and
out, relating to Business Rates
Total C/F Payment to G/F
Plus Top up / (Tariff)
Plus S31 Grants

1.1

8.4
2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£m

£m

£m

7.7

4.7

8.4

(5.1)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(0.6)

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.2

(0.6)

3.0

4.7

(0.6)

0.0

0.0

Plus (Levy) / Safety Net adj

Plus Renewable Energy

0.2

0.2

0.2

Plus Renewable Energy

0.2

Plus Pooling Gains / Losses

0.4

Plus Pooling Gains / Losses

0.4

Resources received in year

3.7

Resources received in year

7.3

Plus (Levy) / Safety Net adj

3.0

3.0
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Business rates: what has changed?
▪ In addition, this presented a cashflow issue for billing authorities. However, as on previous
significant expansions of funded relief, the government is making additional s31 grant payments
to support cashflow:
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Collected

Payment
to
Preceptor

£10m

£(2)m

£(5)m

£(3)m

£10m

£(2)m

£(5)m

x 10
months

etc

£120m

£(24)m

Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves
Summary
Fees & charges
Summary
Reserves
Summary

Central
Share
Payment

Transfer to
General
Fund

Additional
Relief

s31 Grant

Revised

Nil

£(5)m

£5m

Nil

£(3)m

Nil

£(5)m

£5m

Nil

etc

etc

Nil

etc

etc

Nil

£(60)m

£(36)m

Nil

£(60)m

£60m

Nil

Net

▪ Effectively, the billing
authority has been
‘overpaid’ on s31. This will
leave accounting as shown
in the table:
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Business rates: what has changed?
▪ The economic issues associated with the lockdown and pandemic has led to authorities
experiencing significant payment failure.
▪ The government also introduced the Corporate Governance and Insolvency Act. This made
changes to insolvency provision, including providing additional protection from insolvency, a
pause on formal winding up procedures, and some relief from wrongful trading provisions. This
means that it has not been possible to take usual actions in respect of collection, and may also
have impacts on future collection and recovery).
▪ The government’s published summary of its financial impact monitoring information survey
shows this as follows:

Summary
Table 50: Income losses due to COVID-19 by source of income (£ millions)
Mar-20
Business rates

25.356

Apr-20
213.140

May-20
296.974

Jun-20
218.620

Jul-20
188.501

Aug-20
184.643

Sep-20
163.239

March to
September 2020
1,290.473

▪ The survey collects cashflow information. Authorities’ approach to accounting for these amounts
remains to be seen.
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Business rates: what has changed?
▪ The government have not published authority level data, though there is a sectoral analysis.
▪ The chart shows the sectoral analysis. The bars are labelled with the loss as a percentage of
monthly net rates payable:

Business rates
Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves
Summary
Fees & charges
Summary
Reserves
Summary
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Business rates: what has changed?
▪ LG Futures produced detailed analysis of individual authority taxbases. These are carried out
by investigating each authority’s business rates base, using the published valuation list. The list
provides category information about each entry, with 362 categories included in the list. Each
category has been risk classified by LG Futures (low, medium & high risk), allowing scenario
analysis to be carried out.
▪ Three scenarios have then been applied to the risk categories in order to determine the
potential reduction in business rates income. The table below shows how the three scenarios
applied to the respective risk categories:
Higher
Medium
Lower
Scenario

Risk

Risk

Risk

1

-10%

-3%

0%

2

-15%

-6%

-1%

3

-25%

-15%

-4%

▪ So, for an example authority, this translates to a forecast total loss in income of 3.3% for
Scenario 1, with the equivalent losses for Scenarios 2 and 3 of 6.1% and 12.9% respectively:
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Business rates: what has changed?
▪ LG Futures’ medium-term projection currently includes a 3% in-year reduction and a further 3%
next year (2021/22). This is based on an indicative average, though the scenarios vary greatly
between authorities.

▪ This leaves the
business rates
chart, as far as we
know it, like this:

Summary
Fees & charges
Summary
Reserves
Summary

FUNDED

NOT FUNDED; ESTIMATE 3%
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Business rates: what has changed?
▪ The government has announced and introduced regulations to allow Collection Fund deficits to
be spread for three years.
▪ Spreading will be compulsory and will apply to 2020/21 estimated in-year deficits only. The
amount funded by s31 grant will be excluded from spreading:

Business rates
Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves
Summary
Fees & charges
Summary
Reserves
Summary

Related payments from the C/F to the G/F

Funded – so no
spreading

2019/20
£m

2022/23
£m

2023/24
£m

(0.089)

0.033

2019/20 related payments

33.724

0.313

0.000

12.112

(6.022)

0.000

2020/21 related payments (spreading)

(0.121)

(0.121)

(0.121)

2021/22 related payments

11.454

0.000

0.000

General Fund payments in and out, relating
to Business Rates

s31 is accounted
in year, so
suggested reserve
movement to
account for the
timing difference

2021/22
£m

2018/19 related payments

2020/21 related payments (normal)

Unfunded –
amount is spread

2020/21
£m

2024/25
£m

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

Total Collection Fund Payment to General Fund

33.483

12.458

5.311

11.515

11.743

12.093

Plus Top up / (Tariff) (Gen Fund)

42.413

62.773

63.151

65.083

66.359

67.635

8.317

11.175

5.242

Plus S31 Grants (Gen Fund)
Minus Movement to S31 Reserve
Plus Release of S31 Reserve

(6.022)
6.022
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Business rates: what has changed?
▪ The Fair Funding Review and the introduction of 75% Business Rates Retention were expected
from 2021/22. However, the government has confirmed that this will no longer be implemented
in April 2021. The Business Rates Revaluation (expected to have net nil impact on local
government funding) was delayed to 2023.
▪ There remained prior to SR, in principle, uncertainty around the Business Rate Reset. However,
it has now been confirmed this will not be implemented for 2021/22. In any case, with the
uncertainty and the latest data being 2019/20, it does not seem possible to set realistic
baselines at this time.
▪ LG Futures’ medium-term projection now shows the reset in 2022/23. This delays a reduction in
funding for authorities expected to lose growth at reset, and delays an increase for authorities
expected to gain from redistributed growth.
▪ However, in many cases, the reduction in business rates generates a similar effect to a reset
anyway. In addition, if there have been large falls in taxbase, then additional funding for netbeneficiaries of the reset will be reduced (as there is less to redistribute).
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Business rates: what next?
▪ Pool applications for 2021/22 were submitted in October. Authorities will have the opportunity to
pull out within 28 days of the provisional settlement.
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▪ Things to consider when putting together your MTFP:

Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves

▪ What level of provision will be required against uncollected amounts?

Summary
Fees & charges

▪ What is the impact of spreading and what will forecasts be in January?

Summary
Reserves

▪ What level of reduction in business rates is expected as a result of the pandemic? When
will this materialise?

Summary

▪ What will the impact of the above be on any pooling arrangements planned?
▪ How is funding reform reflected? Does this need to be delayed or revised?
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Grants: where were we?
▪ Grants had, until 2020/21, accounted for a consistently falling proportion of local authorities’
spend. At SR2019, the majority of information on grants was provided.
▪ New Homes Bonus was expected to be ending, with a consultation in Spring.
▪ The new information at the settlement was the extension of the multiplier cap grant. For
September 2020, CPI was 0.5%, whereas RPI was 1.1%.
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Summary
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Grants: where are we now?
▪ On regular spend, this is still largely the case:
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Grants: what has changed?
▪ New grants:
▪ COVID Emergency Funding – SR: £1.55bn additional funding announced for 21/22 to meet
spending pressures. How will this be distributed?
▪ Hardship Fund – SR: £670m additional grant for council tax support in 21/22. Will this be like
the hardship fund from 2020/21?

Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves

▪ Retail, Hospitality & Leisure Grants

Summary
Fees & charges

▪ Small Business Grants Fund

Summary
Reserves
Summary

▪ Test & Trace
▪ Contain Outbreak Management Fund

▪ Local Restrictions Support Grant
▪ Winter Grant
▪ Grants for food and emergency assistance
▪ Additional Restrictions Grant

▪ Income guarantee scheme – SR: extended to June 2021, though no cost estimated.
▪ New announcement of support on collection fund deficits £762m estimate – how will this work?
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Grants: what has changed?
▪ New Homes Bonus caused the majority of variation in districts’ total CSP
funding in 2020/21, and meant significant variation to total change in funding
across the sector (as shown in the chart, right).
▪ The Spring consultation has been delayed, and the future of the incentive will be
decided as part of the Spending Review. However, the CTB return collected the
information necessary to re-allocate NHB in 2021/22.
▪ Affordable housing data has not yet been published. However, using the same
affordable housing data as last year, and the CTB return figures, if NHB were
awarded on the same basis (average Band D, 0.4% deadweight, and £350 per
affordable home) there would be £195.5m of allocations in 2021/22.
▪ If the 2020/21 allocations
were also re-awarded for
2021/22 (as no legacy
amounts were granted) this
would leave a total of £905m
(£2m less than last year). If
not, authorities might expect
to see any reduction in NHB
reallocated to RSG, reducing
the top-slice.
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Grants: what next?
▪ Things to consider when putting together your MTFP:
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▪ What would an extension of NHB look like?

Council
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▪ How does CPI inflation (0.5% in September) compare with existing assumptions?

Business rates

▪ Is negative RSG an issue?

Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves

▪ How does government’s use of Fair Funding Review formulae impact Covid allocations?

Summary
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Summary
Reserves
Summary
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▪ The trend at Great Recession was a downturn –
7% peak to trough (cash) 2009/10 to 2011/12.
▪ Recovery can take significant time – but will
there be more rapid bounce back after 2020/21?
▪ Some specific services have managed to
significantly increase levels of income, including
%age of spend recovered.
▪ Local trends will help provide baseline for local
assumptions for future years.
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Fees and charges
▪ Large decreases widespread across 2020/21 – with income compensation scheme introduced
summer 2020.
▪ Any further similar one-off reductions (or compensations) for 2021/22? SR20 extended
compensation scheme to June 2021 so budgeted impact in 2021/22?
▪ Do you pre-plan for potential reductions per impact of recession per Great Recession reflected
at net expenditure per service (can you afford to)?
▪ What levels of income reduction do you make and who makes them (central vs local
determination)?
▪ Are impact of forecast reductions managed corporately or at service level?

▪ Potential and impact of bounce back from Spring 2021?
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Reserves
▪ Local councils excluding GLA increased
Earmarked reserves by £2.7m or 17%.
▪ But large variation – some 60 reduced by
25%+ since SR15.
▪ Flexibility on earmarked reserves a critical
issue.
▪ Local councils excluding GLA decreased
Unallocated reserves by £147m or 4%.
▪ And large variation – some 30 reduced by
25%+ since SR15.
▪ London and Metropolitan councils more
exposed to COVID-19 relative to existing
direction on Unallocated reserves.
▪ Key – level of rundown of Unallocated and
policy for replacement.
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Reserves
▪ What are the expected year end balances for 2020/21? OBR forecasting use of £1.6bn in
reserves in 2020/21.
▪ Level of flexibility around Earmarked reserves to re-allocate either short or long term.
▪ Speed of replenishment required to meet:

Grants
Next Steps
F&C/Reserves

‒ Local need

Summary
Fees & charges

‒ FM requirements

Summary
Reserves

‒ Auditor expectations (e.g. at a fixed level)

Summary

‒ OBR does not forecast additions to reserves in future years.

▪ Link to assumptions made in forward planning i.e. level of optimism or pessimism.
▪ Affordability of preferred reserves strategy.
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Background

▪ Now at the sharp point of three conflicting strands
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‒ Maximum economic uncertainty and unlike any previous recent recession
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‒ Local government funding system from 2013 - now much greater variability linked to
economic fortunes
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‒ Squeeze from outdated s114 legislative requirement
▪ £5.2bn announced through SR20 for 2021/22, council tax assumptions key driver of scale of
additional base budget additions. More than in previous 5 years a lot of detail outstanding.
▪ MTFP however still required
‒ Experience suggests delayed impact on council tax support claimants, business rates
income and fees and charges
‒ Given uncertainties the central projection post 2021/22 of limited value (but required)
‒ Prepared in the context of likely significant material change owing to developing economic
circumstances, new multi-year SR2021 and future but uncertain funding reform

‒ Approach to reserves strategy critical driver of balanced budget.
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Recent updated advice on the Hub website
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Council tax
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▪ Updated and revised taxbase analysis for CTB1 2020 here and includes comparator tool.
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▪ Updated and revised analysis of council tax support claimants for Q2 2020/21 (to come) and
includes projector tools pre and post COVID.
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▪ Collection rate and arrears updated and revised here including a new section on ‘to date’ in
2020/21 and includes tools on collection rates and arrears.
Also:
▪ Business rates – updates to section analysing growth here including tools on growth since BRR
introduced and growth since Revaluation 2017.
▪ Fees and charges – updates and revised analysis for outturn 2019/20 here including tools on
growth in fees and charges, ratio to council tax and contribution rates.
▪ Reserves – updated and revised analysis for outturn 2019/20 here including new section and
tool on movements on reserves since SR2015 as well as since 2011/12.
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Chris Roberts
07376 674 442
chris.roberts@lgfutures.co.uk

Rupert Dewhirst
07775 428 145
rupert.dewhirst@lgfutures.co.uk

www.lgfutures.co.uk

